
Chebe Powder
Your shampoo is made with 100% pure and 
authentic Chebe powder from Chad, Africa. 
Chebe (pronounced shea bay) powder is a 
traditional hair growth remedy from Chad, 

Africa. It has been used for generations to 
increase hair growth and prevent breakage.

Chebe can increase hair growth, moisture 
and prevent hair breakage. For generations, 
Chebe powder has been used in Chad for 
this. Women in Chad are known for having 
the longest, healthiest hair in Africa.

The longest hair in Africa

Generations old hair growth formula from the heart of Africa

How women grow



Chebe Paste  
4 oz. M-P411 $11.95

50 Grams  
M-P409 $14.95

Chebe Jamaican 
Black Castor Oil  
4 oz. M-P417 $9.95

Chebe Olive 
Oil  
4 oz. M-P416 
$9.95

Chebe Oil   
4 oz. M-P410 $13.95

Chebe Butter 
4 oz. M-P414 $14.95

Chebe Coconut Oil  
4 oz. M-P415 $9.95

Longer hair
Authentic Chebe products from Chad in 

central Africa

Chebe Collection  
M-P412S $29.95

Includes:
• Chebe Powder
• Chebe Paste
• Chebe Oil

Shampoo
8 oz.  
M-P433 $9.95

Conditioner
8 oz.

 M-P434 $9.95

32 Grams  Fills a 2 oz container
$9.95

How to

save 
the 

most

Find out more at Africaimports.com/chebe-collection

Shampoo & 
Conditioner Set
 M-P435 $13.95

Longest hair in Africa shown on these two sisters



Hair Strengthening
Chebe Hair Oil

Only 1¢
(with wholesale order)

Regular wholesale price $4.95

Use coupon code: onecenthair
When you place your order

(only one per customer)
Coupon good through June 30, 2019

1¢ Special
Offer

Chebe powder is now one of the fastest growing and 
popular ways to get thicker hair and hair growth. Chebe 
strengthens hair and prevents frizz

Bulk Chebe Powder
The original strong hair secret 

Re-package and sell for much more

1 ounce 
M-P466 $9.95

Chebe Hair Oil
M-P467 Regular Price: $4.95

1 pound  Fills a 32 oz 
container
M-P452 $99

4 ounces  Fills an 8 oz 
container
M-P464 $29.95

8 ounces  Fills a 16 oz 
container
M-P463 $54.95

Complete instructions on how to best use Chebe powder 
at Africaimports.com/chebe

Best Price: 1 Gallon  
Weighs 3.5 lbs
M-P465 $299



Africa Imports is one of the only places in 
the US that brings authentic Chebe powder 
directly from Chad. Chad is a very difficult 
country to get products from. 

There have been reports of other powders 
from other places being sold as if it were 
authentic Chebe powder form Chad. We 
offer only the authentic Chebe powder. Our 
company has had three people working in 
Chad for the past two years. These men 
find, inspect and send the true Chebe pow-
der directly to us from Africa. 

Unlike Shea butter and other hair moisturiz-
ers, Chebe not only prevents breakage but 
also acts as a detangler making hair easier 
to manage. 

What others say...

With the Chebe Oil, I see a difference in my 
hair and I have been using it in my shampoo 
and see a small difference in my hair growth. 
~ Kerri of LA

I like the smell of this and I’ve seen some 
results already. ~ Carol of MA

I have used the oil and I love the smell. Also, 
I can see that my hair is growing. I will be 
using these products for life. 
~ Karen of OH

Leaves hair soft, with tons of locked in 
moisture. Holds curl pattern longer 
~Alison of FL

Africa Imports
240 South Main St. Unit A
S. Hackensack, NJ, 07606
201-457-1995
africaimports.com

Africa’s secret to 
stronger hair


